Bidirectional typechecking, in which terms either synthesize a type or are checked against a known type, has become popular for its applicability to a variety of type systems, its error reporting, and its ease of implementation. Following principles from proof theory, bidirectional typing can be applied to many type constructs. The principles underlying a bidirectional approach to indexed types (generalized algebraic datatypes) are less clear. Building on proof-theoretic treatments of equality, we give a declarative specification of typing based on focalization. This approach permits declarative rules for coverage of pattern matching, as well as support for first-class existential types using a focalized subtyping judgment. We use refinement types to avoid explicitly passing equality proofs in our term syntax, making our calculus similar to languages such as Haskell and OCaml. We also extend the declarative specification with an explicit rules for deducing when a type is principal, permitting us to give a complete declarative specification for a rich type system with significant type inference. We also give a set of algorithmic typing rules, and prove that it is sound and complete with respect to the declarative system. The proof requires a number of technical innovations, including proving soundness and completeness in a mutually recursive fashion.
Sound and Complete Bidirectional Typechecking for
Higher-Rank Polymorphism with Existentials and Indexed Types 1 INTRODUCTION Consider a list type Vec with a numeric index representing its length, in Agda-like notation:
data Vec : Nat → Type → Type where [] : A → Vec 0 A (::) : A → Vec n A → Vec (succ n) A Sound and Complete Bidirectional Typechecking 9:3 definition of head, where the impossibility of the case for [] was indicated by the absence of a pattern clause. The use of equality in GADTs corresponds perfectly with the GSH equality. (3) Alas, we cannot simply give a proof term assignment for first-order logic and call it a day. The third important feature of the GSH equality rule is its use of unification: it works by treating the free variables of the two terms as unification variables. But type inference algorithms also use unification, introducing unification variables to stand for unknown types. These two uses of unification are entirely different! Type inference introduces unification variables to stand for the specific instantiations of universal quantifiers. In contrast, the GirardśSchroeder-Heister rule uses unification to constrain the universal parameters. As a result, we need to understand how to integrate these two uses of unification, or at least how to keep them decently separated, in order to take this logical specification and implement type inference for it. This problemÐformulating indexed types in as logical a style as feasible, while retaining the ability to implement type inference algorithms for themÐis the subject of this paper.
Contributions. It has long been known that GADTs are equivalent to the combination of existential types and equality constraints [Xi et al. 2003 ]. Our key contribution is to reduce GADTs to standard logical ingredients, while retaining the implementability of the type system. We manage this by formulating a system of indexed types in a bidirectional style (combining type synthesis with checking against a known type), which is both practically implementable and theoretically tidy.
• Our language supports implicit higher-rank polymorphism (in which quantifiers can be nested under arrows) including existential types. While algorithms for higher-rank universal polymorphism are well-known [Peyton Jones et al. 2007; Dunfield and Krishnaswami 2013] , our approach to supporting existential types is novel. We go beyond the standard practice of tying existentials to datatype declarations [Läufer and Odersky 1994] , in favour of a first-class treatment of implicit existential types. This approach has historically been thought difficult, since treating existentials in a first-class way opens the door to higher-rank polymorphism that mixes universal and existential quantifiers. Our approach extends existing bidirectional methods for handling higher-rank polymorphism, by adapting the proof-theoretic technique of focusing to give a novel polarized subtyping judgment, which lets us treat mixed quantifiers in a way that retains decidability while maintaining the essential properties of subtyping, such as stability under substitution and transitivity. • Our language includes equality types in the style of Girard and Schroeder-Heister, but without an explicit introduction form for equality. Instead, we treat equalities as property types, in the style of intersection or refinement types: we do not write explicit equality proofs in our syntax, permitting us to more closely model how equalities are used in OCaml and Haskell. • The use of focusing also lets us equip our calculus with nested pattern matching. This fits in neatly with our bidirectional framework, and permits us to give a formal specification of coverage checking with GADTs, which is easy to understand, easy to implement, and theoretically well-motivated. • In contrast to systems which globally possess or lack principal types, our declarative system tracks whether or not a derivation has a principal type. Our system includes an unusual "higher-order principalityž rule, which says that if only a single type can be synthesized for a term, then that type is principal. While this style of hypothetical reasoning is natural to explain to programmers, formalizing it requires giving an inference rule with universal quantification over possible typing derivations in the premise. This is an extremely non-algorithmic rule (even its well-foundedness is not immediate).
As a result, the soundness and completeness proofs for our implementation have to be done in a new style. It is no longer possible to prove soundness and completeness independently, and instead we must prove them mutually recursively. • We formulate an algorithmic type system (Section 5) for our declarative calculus, and prove that typechecking is decidable, deterministic (5.4), and sound and complete (Sections 6ś7) with respect to the declarative system. The resulting type system is relatively easy to implement (an undergraduate implemented most of it on his own from a draft of the paper, with minimal contact with the authors), and is close in style to languages such as Haskell or OCaml. As a result, it seems like a reasonable basis for implementing new languages with expressive type systems.
Our algorithmic system (and, to a lesser extent, our declarative system) uses some techniques developed by Dunfield and Krishnaswami [2013] , but we extend these to a far richer type language (existentials, indexed types, sums, products, equations over type variables), and we differ by supporting pattern matching, polarized subtyping, and principality tracking.
Supplementary material. The appendix contains rules omitted for space reasons, and full proofs.
OVERVIEW
To orient the reader, we give an overview and rationale of the novelties in our type system, before getting into the details of the typing rules and algorithm. As is well-known [Cheney and Hinze 2003; Xi et al. 2003 ], GADTs can be desugared into type expressions that use equality and existential types to express the return type constraints. These two features lead to difficulties in typechecking for GADTs.
Universal, existentials, and type inference. Practical typed functional languages must support some degree of type inference, most critically the inference of type arguments. That is, if we have a function f of type ∀a. a → a, and we want to apply it to the argument 3, then we want to write f 3, and not f [Nat] 3 (as we would in pure System F). Even with a single type argument, the latter style is noisy, and programs using even moderate amounts of polymorphism rapidly become unreadable. However, omitting type arguments has significant metatheoretical implications. In particular, it forces us to include subtyping in our typing rules, so that (for instance) the polymorphic type ∀a. a → a is a subtype of its instantiations (like Nat → Nat).
The subtype relation induced by System F-style polymorphism and function contravariance is already undecidable [Tiuryn and Urzyczyn 1996; Chrząszcz 1998] , so even at the first step we must introduce restrictions on type inference to ensure decidability. In our case, matters are further complicated by the fact that we need to support existential types in addition to universal types.
Existentials are required to encode GADTs [Xi and Pfenning 1999] , but programming languages have traditionally stringently restricted the use of existential types. Following the approach of Läufer and Odersky [1994] , languages such as OCaml and Haskell tie existential introduction and elimination to datatype declarations, so that there is always a syntactic marker for when to introduce or eliminate existential types. This choice permits leaving existentials out of subtyping altogether, at the price of no longer permitting implicit subtyping (such as using λx . x + 1 at type ∃a. a → a).
While this is a practical solution, it increases the distance between a surface language and its type-theoretic core. Our goal is to give a direct type-theoretic account of as many features of our surface languages as possible. In addition to the theoretical tidiness, this also has practical language design benefits. By avoiding a complex elaboration step, we are forced to specify the type inference algorithm in terms of a language close to a programmer-visible surface language. This does increase the complexity of the approach, but in a productive way: we are forced to analyze and understand how type inference will look to the end programmer.
The key problem is that when both universal and existential quantifiers are permitted, the order in which to instantiate quantifiers when computing subtype entailments becomes unclear. For example, suppose we need to decide Γ ⊢ ∀a 1 . ∃a 2 . A(a 1 ,a 2 ) ≤ ∃b 1 . ∀b 2 . B(b 1 ,b 2 ). An algorithm to solve this must either first introduce a unification variable for a 1 and a parameter for a 2 first, and only then introduce a unification variable for b 1 and a parameter for b 2 , or the other way aroundÐ and the order in which we make these choices matters! With the first order, the instantiation for b 1 may refer to a 2 , but the instantiation for a 1 cannot have b 2 as a free variable. With the second order, the instantiation for a 1 may have b 2 as a free variable, but b 1 may not refer to a 2 .
In some cases, depending on what A(a 1 ,a 2 ) and B(b 1 ,b 2 ) are, only one choice of order works. For example, if we are trying to decide Γ ⊢ ∀a 1 . ∃a 2 . a 1 → a 2 ≤ ∃b 1 . ∀b 2 . b 2 → b 1 , we must choose the first order: we must pick an instantiation for a 1 , and then make a 2 into a parameter before we can instantiate b 1 as a 2 . The second order will not work, because b 1 must depend on a 2 . Conversely, if we are trying to solve Γ ⊢ ∀a 1 . ∃a 2 . a 1 → a 2 ≤ ∃b 1 . ∀b 2 . ∃b 3 . b 1 × b 2 → b 3 , the first order will not work; we must instantiate b 1 (say, to int) and quantify over b 2 before instantiating a 1 as int × b 2 .
As a result, the outermost connectives do not reliably determine which side of a subtype judgement Γ ⊢ ∀a. A ≤ ∃b. B to specialize first.
One implementation strategy is simply to give up determinism: an algorithm could backtrack when faced with deciding subtype entailments of this form. Unfortunately, backtracking is dangerous for a practical implementation, since it potentially causes type-checking to take exponential time. This tends to defeat the benefit of a complete declarative specification, since different implementations with different backtracking strategies could have radically different running times when checking the same program. So we may end up with an implementation that is theoretically complete, but incomplete in practice.
Instead, we turn to ideas from proof theoryÐspecifically, polarized type theory. In the language of polarization, universals are a negative type, and existentials are a positive type. So we introduce two mutually recursive subtype relations: Γ ⊢ A ≤ + B for positive types and Γ ⊢ A ≤ − B for negative types. The positive subtype relation only deconstructs existentials, and the negative subtype relation only deconstructs universals. This fixes the order in which quantifiers are instantiated, making the problem decidable (in fact, rather straightforward).
The price we pay is that fewer subtype entailments are derivable. Fortunately, any program typeable under a more liberal subtyping judgement can be made typable in our discipline by η-expanding it. Moreover, the lost subtype entailments seem to be rare in practice: most of the types we see in practice are of the form ∀⃗ a. ⃗ A → ∃ ⃗ b. B, and this fits perfectly with the kinds of types our polarized subtyping judgement works best on. As a result, we keep fundamental expressivity, and also efficient decidability.
Equality as a property. The usual convention in Haskell and OCaml is to make equality proofs in GADT definitions implicit. We would like to model this feature directly, so that our calculus stays close to surface languages, without sacrificing the logical reading of the system. In this case, the appropriate logical concepts come from the theory of intersection types. A typing judgment such as e : A × B can be viewed as giving instructions on how to construct a value (pair an A with a B). But types can also be viewed as properties, where e : X is read "e has property X ž.
To model GADTs, we need both of these readings! For example, a term of vector type is constructed from nil and cons constructors, but also has a property governing its index. To support this combination, we introduce a type constructor A ∧ P, read "A with Pž, to model elements of type A satisfying the property (equation) P. (We also introduce P ⊃ A, read "P implies Až, for its adjoint dual, consisting of terms which have the type A conditionally under the assumption that P holds.) Then we make equality t = t ′ into a property, and make use of standard rules for property types (which omit explicit proof terms) to type equality constraints [Dunfield 2007b, Section 2.4] .
This gives us a logical account of how OCaml and Haskell avoid requiring explicit equality proofs in their syntax. The benefit of handling equality constraints through intersection types is that certain restrictions on typing that are useful for decidability, such as restricting property introduction to values, arise naturally from the semantic point of viewÐvia the value restriction needed for soundly modeling intersection and union types [Davies and Pfenning 2000; Dunfield and Pfenning 2003 ]. In addition, the appropriate approach to take when combining GADTs and effects is clear. 2 Bidirectionality, pattern matching, and principality. Something that is not by itself novel in our approach is our decision to formulate both the declarative and algorithmic systems in a bidirectional style. Bidirectional checking [Pierce and Turner 2000] is a popular implementation choice for systems ranging from dependent types [Coquand 1996; Abel et al. 2008 ] and contextual types [Pientka 2008 ] to object-oriented languages [Odersky et al. 2001] , but also has good proof-theoretic foundations [Watkins et al. 2004] , making it useful both for specifying and implementing type systems. Bidirectional approaches make it clear to programmers where annotations are needed (which is good for specification), and can also remove unneeded nondeterminism from typing (which is good for both implementation and proving its correctness).
However, it is worth highlighting that because both bidirectionality and pattern matching arise from focalization, these two features fit together extremely well. In fact, by following the blueprint of focalization-based pattern matching, we can give a coverage-checking algorithm that explains when it is permissible to omit clauses in GADT pattern matching.
In the propositional case, the type synthesis judgment of a bidirectional type system generates principal types: if a type can be inferred for a term, that type is the most specific possible type for that term. (Indeed, in many cases, including the current system, the inferred type will even be unique.) This property is lost once quantifiers are introduced into the system, which is why it is not much remarked upon. However, prior work on GADTs, starting with Simonet and Pottier [2007] , has emphasized the importance of the fact that handling equality constraints is much easier when the type of a scrutinee is principal. Essentially, this ensures that no existential variables can appear in equations, which prevents equation solving from interfering with unification-based type inference. The OutsideIn algorithm takes this consequence as a definition, permitting non-principal types just so long as they do not change the values of equations. However, Vytiniotis et al. [2011] note that while their system is sound, they no longer have a completeness result for their type system.
We use this insight to extend our bidirectional typechecking algorithm to track principality: The judgments we give track whether types are principal, and we use this to give a relatively simple specification for whether or not type annotations are needed. We are able to give a very natural spec to programmersÐcases on GADTs must scrutinize terms with principal types, and an inferred type is principal just when it is the only type that can be inferred for that termÐwhich soundly and completely corresponds to the implementation-side constraints: a type is principal when it contains no existential unification variables.
EXAMPLES
In this section, we give some examples of terms from our language, which illustrate the key features of our system and give a sense of how many type annotations are needed in practice. To help make this point clearly, all of the examples which follow are unsugared: they are the actual terms from our core calculus.
Mapping over lists. First, we begin with the traditional map function, which takes a function and applies it to every element of a list. This function case-analyzes its second argument xs. Given an empty xs, it returns the empty list; given a cons cell y :: ys, it applies the argument function f to the head y and makes a recursive call on the tail ys.
In addition, we annotate the definition with a type. We have two type parameters α and β for the input and output element types. Since we are working with length-indexed lists, we also have a length index parameter n, which lets us show by typing that the input and output of map have the same length.
In our system, this type annotation is mandatory. Full type inference for definitions using GADTs requires polymorphic recursion, which is undecidable. As a result, this example also requires annotation in OCaml and GHC Haskell. However, Haskell and OCaml infer polymorphic types when no polymorphic recursion is needed. We adopt the simpler rule that all polymorphic definitions are annotated. This choice is motivated by Vytiniotis et al. [2010] , who analyzed a large corpus of Haskell code and showed that implicit let-generalization was used primarily only for top-level definitions, and even then it is typically considered good practice to annotate top-level definitions for documentation purposes. Furthermore, experience with languages such as Agda and Idris (which do not implicitly generalize) show this is a modest burden in practice.
Nested patterns and GADTs. Now, we consider the zip function, which converts a pair of lists into a list of pairs. In ordinary ML or Haskell, we must consider what to do when the two lists are not the same length. However, with length-indexed lists, we can statically reject passing two lists of differing length: This case expression has only two patterns, one for when both lists are empty and one for when both lists have elements, with the type annotation indicating that both lists must be of length n. Typing shows that the cases where one list is empty and the other is non-empty are impossible, so our coverage checking rules accept this as a complete set of patterns. This example also illustrates that we support nested pattern matching.
Existential Types. Now, we consider the filter function, which takes a predicate and a list, and returns a list containing the elements satisfying that predicate. This example makes a nice showcase for supporting existential types, since the size of the return value is not predictable statically. 
s ::= · | e s Nonempty spines s + ::= e s Patterns ρ : 
So, this function takes predicate and a vector of arbitrary size, and then returns a list of unknown size (represented by the existential type ∃k : N. Vec k α). Note that we did not need to package the existential in another datatype, as one would have to in OCaml or GHC HaskellÐwe are free to use existential types as "just another type constructorž.
DECLARATIVE TYPING
Expressions. Expressions (Figure 1) are variables x; the unit value (); functions λx . e; applications to a spine e s + ; fixed points rec x . v; annotations (e : A); pairs ⟨e 1 ,e 2 ⟩; injections into a sum type Fig. 4 . Subtyping in the declarative system inj k e; case expressions case(e, Π) where Π is a list of branches π , which can eliminate pairs and injections (see below); the empty vector []; and consing a head e 1 to a tail vector e 2 .
Values v are standard for a call-by-value semantics; the variables introduced by fixed points are considered values, because we only allow fixed points of values. A spine s is a list of expressionsÐ arguments to a function. Allowing empty spines (written ·) is convenient in the typing rules, but would be strange in the source syntax, so (in the grammar of expressions e) we require a nonempty spine s + . We usually omit the empty spine ·, writing e 1 e 2 instead of e 1 e 2 ·. Since we use juxtaposition for both application e s + and spines, some strings are ambiguous; we resolve this ambiguity in favour of the spine, so e 1 e 2 e 3 is parsed as the application of e 1 to the spine e 2 e 3 , which is technically e 2 (e 3 ·). Patterns ρ consist of pattern variables, pairs, and injections. A branch π is a sequence of patterns ⃗ ρ with a branch body e. We represent patterns as sequences, which enables us to deconstruct tuple patterns.
Types. We write types as A, B and C. We have the unit type 1, functions A → B, sums A + B, and products A × B. We have universal and existential types ∀α : κ. A and ∃α : κ. A; these are predicative quantifiers over monotypes (see below). We write α, β, etc. for type variables; these are universal, except when bound within an existential type. We also have a guarded type P ⊃ A, read "P implies Až. This implication corresponds to type A, provided P holds. Its dual is the asserting type A ∧ P, read "A with Pž, which witnesses the proposition P. In both, P has no runtime content.
Sorts, terms, monotypes, and propositions. Terms and monotypes t, τ , σ share a grammar but are distinguished by their sorts κ. Natural numbers zero and succ(t) are terms and have sort N. Unit 1 has the sort ⋆ of monotypes. A variable α stands for a term or a monotype, depending on the sort κ annotating its binder. Functions, sums, and products of monotypes are monotypes and have sort ⋆. We tend to prefer t for terms and σ , τ for monotypes.
A proposition P or Q is simply an equation t = t ′ . Note that terms, which represent runtimeirrelevant information, are distinct from expressions; however, an expression may include type annotations of the form P ⊃ A and A ∧ P, where P contains terms.
Contexts.
A declarative context Ψ is an ordered sequence of universal variable declarations α : κ and expression variable typings x : A p, where p denotes whether the type A is principal (Section 4.2). A variable α can be free in a type A only if α was declared to the left: α : ⋆, x : α p is well-formed, but x : α p, α : ⋆ is not.
Subtyping
We give our two subtyping relations, ≤ + and ≤ − , in Figure 4 . We treat the universal quantifier as a negative type (since it is a function in System F), and the existential as a positive type (since it is a pair in System F). We have two typing rules for each of these connectives, corresponding to the left and right rules for universals and existentials in the sequent calculus. We treat all other types as having no polarity. The positive and negative subtype judgments are mutually recursive, and the ≤ − + rule permits switching the polarity of subtyping from positive to negative when both of the types are non-positive, and conversely for ≤ + − . When both types are neither positive nor negative, we require them to be equal (≤ReflP).
In logical terms, functions and guarded types are negative; sums, products and assertion types are positive. We could potentially operate on these types in the negative and positive subtype relations, respectively. Leaving out (for example) function subtyping means that we will have to do some η-expansions to get programs to typecheck; we omit these rules to keep the implementation complexity low. (The idea that η-expansion can substitute for subsumption dates to Barendregt et al. [1983] .)
This also illustrates a nice feature of bidirectional typing: we are relatively free to adjust the subtype relation to taste. Moreover, the structure of polarization makes it easy to work out just what the rules should be. E.g., to add function subtyping to our system, we would use the rule:
As polarized function types are a negative type of the form X + → Y − , we see (1) 
Typing Judgments
Principality. Our typing judgments carry principalities: A ! means that A is principal, and A̸ ! means A is not principal. Note that a principality is part of a judgment, not part of a type. In the checking judgment Ψ ⊢ e ⇐ A p the type A is input; if p = !, we know that A is not the result of guessing. For example, the e in (e : A) is checked against A !. In the synthesis judgment Ψ ⊢ e ⇒ A p, the type A is output, and p = ! means it is impossible to synthesize any other type, as in Ψ ⊢ (e : A) ⇒ A !.
We sometimes omit a principality when it is ̸ ! ("not principalž). We write p ⊑ q, read "p at least as principal as qž, for the reflexive closure of ! ⊑ ̸ ! .
Spine judgments. The ordinary form of spine judgment, Ψ ⊢ s : A p ≫ C q, says that if arguments s are passed to a function of type A, the function returns type C. For a function e applied to one argument e 1 , we write e e 1 as syntactic sugar for e (e 1 ·). Supposing e synthesizes A 1 → A 2 , we apply Decl→Spine, checking e 1 against A 1 and using DeclEmptySpine to derive Ψ ⊢ · : A 2 p ≫ A 2 p.
Rule Decl∀Spine does not decompose e s but instantiates a ∀. Note that, even if the given type ∀α : κ. A is principal (p = !), the type [τ /α]A in the premise is not principalÐwe could choose a different τ . In fact, the q in Decl∀Spine is also always ̸ ! , because no rule deriving the ordinary spine judgment can recover principality.
The recovery spine judgment Ψ ⊢ s : A p ≫ C ⌈q⌉, however, can restore principality in situations where the choice of τ in Decl∀Spine cannot affect the result type C. If A is principal (p = !) but the ordinary spine judgment produces a non-principal C, we can try to recover principality with DeclSpineRecover. Its first premise is Ψ ⊢ s : A ! ≫ C ̸ ! ; its second premise (really, an infinite set of premises) quantifies over all derivations of Ψ ⊢ s : A ! ≫ C ′ ̸ ! . If C ′ = C in all such derivations, then the ordinary spine rules erred on the side of caution: C is actually principal, so we can set q = ! in the conclusion of DeclSpineRecover.
If some C ′ C, then C is certainly not principal, and we must apply DeclSpinePass, which simply transitions from the ordinary judgment to the recovery judgment. Figure 3 shows the dependencies between the declarative judgments. Given the cycle containing the spine typing judgments, we need to stop and ask: Is DeclSpineRecover well-founded? For well-foundedness of type systems, we can often make a straightforward argument that, as we move from the conclusion of a rule to its premises, either the expression gets smaller, or the expression stays the same but the type gets smaller. In DeclSpineRecover, neither the expression nor the type get smaller. Fortunately, the rule that gives rise to the arrow from "spine typingž to "type checkingž in Figure 3ÐDecl→SpineÐdoes decompose its subject, and any derivations of a recovery judgment lurking within the second premise of DeclSpineRecover must be for a smaller spine. In the appendix (Lemma 1, p. 38), we prove that the recovery judgment, and all the other declarative judgments, are well-founded.
Example. In Section 5.1 we present some example derivations that illustrate how the spine typing rules work to recover principality.
Under context Ψ, expression e checks against input type A Under context Ψ, expression e synthesizes output type A
Under context Ψ, passing spine s to a function of type A synthesizes type C; in the ⌈q⌉ form, recover principality in q if possible Subtyping. Rule DeclSub invokes the subtyping judgment, at the join of the polarities of B (the type being checked against) and A (the type being synthesized). Using the join ensures that the polarity of B takes precedence over A's, which means the programmer control which subtyping mode to begin with via a type annotation. Furthermore, the subtyping rule allows DeclSub to play the role of an existential introduction rule, by applying subtyping rule ≤∃R when B is an existential type.
Pattern matching. Rule DeclCase checks that the scrutinee has a type and principality, and then invokes the two main judgments for pattern matching. The Ψ ⊢ Π :: ⃗ A q ⇐ C p judgement checks that each branch in the list of branches Π is well-typed, taking a vector ⃗ A of pattern types to simplify the specification of coverage checking, as a well as a principality annotation covering all of the types (i.e., if any of the types in ⃗ A is non-principal, the whole vector is not principal). The Ψ ⊢ Π covers ⃗ A q judgement does coverage checking for the list of branches. However, the DeclCase does not simply check that the patterns cover for the inferred type of the scrutineeÐit checks that they cover for every possible type that could be inferred for the scrutinee. In the case that the scrutinee is principal, this is the same as checking coverage at the scrutinee's type, but when the scrutinee is not principal, this rule has the effect of preventing type inference from using the shape of the patterns to infer a type, which is notoriously problematic with GADTs (e.g., whether a missing nil in a list match should be taken as evidence of coverage failure or that the length is non-zero). As with spine recovery, this rule is only well-founded because the universal quantification ranges over synthesized types over a subterm.
The Ψ ⊢ Π :: ⃗ A q ⇐ C p judgment (rules in Figure 7 ) systematically checks the typing of each branch in Π: rule DeclMatchEmpty succeeds on the empty list, and DeclMatchSeq checks one branch and recurs on the remaining branches. Rules for sums, units, and products break down patterns left to right, one constructor at a time. Products also extend the sequences of patterns and types, with DeclMatch× breaking down a pattern vector headed by a pair pattern ⟨p,p ′ ⟩, ⃗ p into p,p ′ , ⃗ p, and breaking down the type sequence (A × B), ⃗ C into A,B, ⃗ C. Once all the patterns are eliminated, the DeclMatchBase rule says that if the body typechecks, then the branch typechecks. For completeness, the variable and wildcard rules are restricted so that any top-level existentials and equations are eliminated before discarding the type.
The existential elimination rule DeclMatch∃ unpacks an existential type, and DeclMatch∧ breaks apart a conjunction by eliminating the equality using unification. The DeclMatch⊥ rule says that if the equation is false then typing succeeds, because this case is impossible. The DeclMatchUnify rule unifies the two terms of an equation and applies the substitution before continuing to check typing. Together, these two rules implement the Schroeder-Heister equality elimination rule. Because our language of terms has only simple first-order terms, either unification will fail, or there is a most general unifier. Note, however, that DeclMatch∧ only applies when the pattern type is principal. Otherwise, we use the DeclMatch∧̸ ! rule, which throws away the equation and does not refine any types at all. In this way, we can ensure that we will only try to eliminate equations which are fully known (i.e., principal). Similar considerations apply to vectors, with length information being used to refine types only when the type of the scrutinee is principal.
The Ψ ⊢ Π covers ⃗ A p judgment (in Figure 8 ) checks whether a set of patterns covers all possible cases. As with match typing, we systematically deconstruct the sequence of types in the branch, but we also need auxiliary operations to expand the patterns. For example, the Π × Π ′ operation takes every branch ⟨p,p ′ ⟩, ⃗ ρ ⇒ e and expands it to p,p ′ , ⃗ ρ ⇒ e. To keep the sequence of patterns aligned with the sequence of types, we also expand variables and wildcard patterns into two wildcards:
x, ⃗ ρ ⇒ e becomes _, _, ⃗ ρ ⇒ e. After expanding out all the pairs, DeclCovers× checks coverage by breaking down the pair type.
For sum types, we expand a list of branches into two lists, one for each injection. So Π + Π L ∥ Π R will send all branches headed by inj 1 p into Π L and all branches headed by inj 2 p into Π R , with
Under context Ψ, check branches Π with patterns of type ⃗ A and bodies of type C
Under context Ψ, incorporate proposition P while checking branches Π with patterns of type ⃗ A and bodies of type C As with typing, DeclCovers∃ just unpacks the existential type. Likewise, DeclCoversEqBot and DeclCoversEq handle the two cases arising from equations. If an equation is unsatisfiable, coverage succeeds since there are no possible values of that type. If it is satisfiable, we apply the substitution and continue coverage checking. Just as when typechecking patterns, we only use property types to refine coverage checking when the equations come from a principal type Ð the DeclCovers∧̸ ! rule simply throws away the equation when the type is not principal. (This is a sound approximation which ends up requiring more patterns when the type is not principal.)
Patterns Π cover the types ⃗ A in context Ψ Patterns Π cover the types ⃗ A in context Ψ, assuming P Pattern list Π contains a list pattern constructor at the head position So far, the coverage rules for pattern matching are almost purely type-directed. However, once recursive types like Vec n A enter the picture, matters become a little more subtle. The issue is that if we split a wildcard _ of type Vec n A, the type doesn't tell us when to stop. That is, we could split a wildcard into a nil [] and cons _ :: _ pattern; or we could turn it into a nil [], singleton _ :: [] and two-or-longer _ :: _ :: _ pattern; and so on. The key issue is that the tail of a list has the same set of possible patterns as the list itself, and so blindly following the type structure will not ensure termination of coverage checking.
In this paper, we take the view that the patterns the programmer wrote should guide how much to split types when doing coverage checking for inductive types. In Figure 8 , we introduce the Π guarded judgement, which checks to see if a constructor pattern is present in the leading column of patterns. If it is, then our algorithm will unfold the recursive type as part of type checking, and otherwise it will not. This is by no means a canonical choice: our choice is similar to the choice Agda makes, but other language implementations make other choices. In contrast, the OCaml coverage checking algorithm unfolds wildcard patterns at GADT type one step more than what the programmer wrote [Garrigue and Le Normand 2015] . (They also observe that precise exhaustiveness checking is undecidable, meaning that some choice of heuristic is unavoidable.)
and unit patterns from Π Fig. 9 . Pattern expansion
Design Considerations for Pattern Matching
Evaluation Order. Our typing and coverage checking rules are given assuming a call-by-value evaluation strategy. These coverage rules are not sound under a call-by-name evaluation order. Consider the following program, writing ⊥ for a looping term:
When type-checking this program, the DeclMatch∧ and DeclCovers∧ rules are permitted to eliminate the equality s = t when checking e. However, one can use a looping program to inhabit A ∧ (s = t ) for any P, and so we have introduced a spurious equality into the context when checking e. In contrast, in a call-by-value language the scrutinee of a case will be reduced before the match proceeds, so this issue cannot arise. (In a total language such as Koka, these rules would be sound irrespective of evaluation order, since all evaluation strategies are indistinguishable.)
Redundant Patterns. These rules do not check for redundancy: DeclCoversEmpty applies even when branches are left over. When DeclCoversEmpty is applied, we could mark the · ⇒ e 1 branch, and issue a warning for unmarked branches. This seems better as a warning than an error, since redundancy is not stable under substitution. For example, a case over (Vec n A) with [] and :: branches is not redundantÐbut if we substitute 0 for n, the :: branch becomes redundant.
Synthesis. Bidirectional typing is a form of partial type inference, which Pierce and Turner [2000] said should "eliminate especially those type annotations that are both common and sillyž. But our rules are rather parsimonious in what they synthesize; for instance, () does not synthesize 1, and 10 . Dependency structure of the algorithmic judgments so might need an annotation. Fortunately, it would be straightforward to add such rules, following the style of Dunfield and Krishnaswami [2013] .
ALGORITHMIC TYPING
Our algorithmic rules closely mimic our declarative rules, except that whenever a declarative rule would make a guess, the algorithmic rule adds to the context an existential variable (written with a hatα). As typechecking proceeds, we add solutions to the existential variables, reflecting increasing knowledge. Hence, each declarative typing judgment has a corresponding algorithmic judgment with an output context as well as an input context. The algorithmic type checking judgment Γ ⊢ e ⇐ A p ⊣ ∆ takes an input context Γ and yields an output context ∆ that includes increased knowledge about what the types have to be. The notion of increasing knowledge is formalized by a judgment Γ −→ ∆ (Section 5.3). Figure 10 shows a dependency graph of the algorithmic judgments. Each declarative judgment has a corresponding algorithmic judgment, but the algorithmic system adds judgments such as type equivalence checking Γ ⊢ A ≡ B ⊣ ∆ and variable instantiation Γ ⊢α := t : κ ⊣ ∆. Declaratively, these judgments correspond to uses of reflexivity axioms; algorithmically, they correspond to solving existential variables to equate terms.
We give the algorithmic typing rules in Figure 14 ; rules for most other judgments are in the appendix. Our style of specification broadly follows Dunfield and Krishnaswami [2013] : we adapt their mechanisms of variable instantiation, context extension, and context application (to both types and other contexts). Our versions of these mechanisms, however, support indices, equations over universal variables, and the ∃/⊃/∧ connectives. We also differ in our formulation of spine typing, and by being able to track which types are principal.
Examples
To show how the spine typing rules recover principality, we present some example derivations.
Suppose we have an identity function id, defined in an algorithmic context Γ by the hypothesis id : (∀α : ⋆. α → α ) !. Since the hypothesis has !, the type of id is known to be principal. If we apply id to (), we expect to get something of unit type 1. Despite the ∀ in the type of id, the resulting type should be principal, because no other type is possible. We can indeed derive that type:
(Here, we write the application id () as id (() ·), to show the structure of the spine as analyzed by the typing rules.) In the derivation of the second premise of →E, shown below, we can follow the evolution of the principality marker.
• The input principality (marked "inputž) is !, because the input type (∀α : ⋆. α → α ) was marked as principal in the hypothesis typing id. • Rule SpineRecover begins by invoking the ordinary (non-recovering) spine judgment, passing all inputs unchanged, including the principality !. • Rule ∀Spine adds an existential variableα to represent the instantiation of the quantified type variable α, and substitutesα for α. Since this instantiation is, in general, not principal, it replaces ! with ̸ ! (highlighted) in its premise. This marks the typeα →α as non-principal. • Rule →Spine decomposesα →α and checks () againstα, maintaining the principality ̸ ! .
Once principality is lost, it can only be recovered within the SpineRecover rule itself. • Rule 1Iα notices that we are checking () against an unknown typeα; since the expression is (), the typeα must be 1, so it adds that solution to its output context. • Moving to the second premise of →Spine, we analyze the remaining part of the spine. That is just the empty spine ·, and rule EmptySpine passes its inputs along as outputs. In particular, the principality ̸ ! is unchanged. • The principalities are passed down to the conclusion of ∀Spine, where ̸ ! is highlighted.
• In SpineRecover, we notice that the output type 1 has no existential variables (FEV(1) = ∅), which allows us to recover principality of the output type: ⌈!⌉.
In the corresponding derivation in our declarative system, we have, instead, a check that no other types are derivable:
Here, we highlight the replacement in Decl∀Spine of the quantified type variable α by the "guessedž solution 1. The second premise of DeclSpineRecover checks that no other output type C ′ could have been produced, no matter what solution was chosen by Decl∀Spine for α.
Syntax. Expressions are the same as in the declarative system. Universal variables α, β,γ Existential variablesα,β,γ Variables u ::= α |α Types A,B,C : Fig. 11 . Syntax of types, contexts, and other objects in the algorithmic system Fig. 12 . Applying a context, as a substitution, to a type Existential variables. The algorithmic system adds existential variablesα,β,γ to types and terms/monotypes (Figure 11) . We use the same meta-variables A, . . . . We write u for either a universal variable α or an existential variableα.
Contexts. An algorithmic context Γ is a sequence that, like a declarative context, may contain universal variable declarations α : κ and expression variable typings x : A p. However, it may also have (1) unsolved existential variable declarationsα : κ (included in the Γ,u : κ production); (2) solved existential variable declarationsα : κ = τ ; (3) equations over universal variables α = τ ; and (4) markers ▶ u . An equation α = τ must appear to the right of the universal variable's declaration α : κ. We use markers as delimiters within contexts. For example, rule ⊃I adds ▶ P , which tells it how much of its last premise's output context (∆, ▶ P , ∆ ′ ) should be dropped. (We abuse notation by writing ▶ P rather than cluttering the context with a dummy α and writing ▶ α .)
A complete algorithmic context, denoted by Ω, is an algorithmic context with no unsolved existential variable declarations.
Assuming an equality can yield inconsistency: for example, zero = succ(zero). We write ∆ ⊥ for either a valid algorithmic context ∆ or inconsistency ⊥.
Context Substitution [Γ]A and Hole Notation Γ[Θ]
An algorithmic context can be viewed as a substitution for its solved existential variables. For example,α = 1,β =α→1 can be applied as if it were the substitution 1/α, (α→1)/β (applied right to left), or the simultaneous substitution 1/α, (1→1)/β. We write [Γ]A for Γ applied as a substitution (Figure 12 ).
[·]· = · [Ω,x : A p](Γ,x :
[Ω]Γ otherwise Fig. 13 . Applying a complete context Ω to a context Applying a complete context to a type A (provided it is well-formed: Ω ⊢A type) yields a type [Ω]A with no existentials. Such a type is well-formed under the declarative context obtained by dropping all the existential declarations and applying Ω to declarations x : A (to yield x : [Ω]A). We can think of this context as the result of applying Ω to itself:
[Ω]Ω. More generally, we can apply Ω to any context Γ that it extends: context application [Ω]Γ is given in Figure 13 . The application
[Ω]Γ is defined if and only if Γ −→ Ω (context extension; see Section 5.3), and applying Ω to any such Γ yields the same declarative context [Ω]Ω.
In addition to appending declarations (as in the declarative system), we sometimes insert and replace declarations, so a notation for contexts with a hole is useful:
We also use contexts with two ordered holes: if Γ = Γ 0 [Θ 1 ][Θ 2 ] then Γ = (Γ L , Θ 1 , Γ M , Θ 2 , Γ R ).
The Context Extension Relation Γ −→ ∆
A context Γ is extended by a context ∆, written Γ −→ ∆, if ∆ has at least as much information as Γ, while conforming to the same declarative contextÐthat is, [Ω]Γ = [Ω]∆ for some Ω. In a sense, Γ −→ ∆ says that Γ is entailed by ∆: all positive information derivable from Γ can also be derived from ∆ (which may have more information, say, thatα is equal to a particular type). We give the rules for extension in Figure 15 . The rules deriving the context extension judgment (Figure 15 ) say that the empty context extends the empty context (−→Id); a term variable typing with A ′ extends one with A if applying the extending context ∆ to A and A ′ yields the same type (−→Var); universal variable declarations and equations must match (−→Uvar, −→Eqn); scope markers must match (−→Marker); and, existential variables may either match (−→Unsolved, −→Solved), get solved by the extending context (−→Solve), or be added by the extending context (−→Add, −→AddSolved).
Extension may change solutions, if information is preserved or increased: (α : ⋆,β : ⋆ =α ) −→ (α : ⋆ = 1,β : ⋆ =α ) directly increases information aboutα, and indirectly increases information aboutβ. More interestingly, if ∆ = (α:⋆ = 1,β:⋆ =α ) and Ω = (α:⋆ = 1,β:⋆ = 1), then ∆ −→ Ω: while the solution ofβ in Ω is different, in the sense that Ω containsβ : ⋆ = 1 while ∆ containŝ β : ⋆ =α, applying Ω to the solutions gives the same result:
[Ω]α = [Ω]1 = 1, the same as [Ω]1 = 1.
Extension is quite rigid, however, in two senses. First, if a declaration appears in Γ, it appears in all extensions of Γ. Second, extension preserves order. For example, ifβ is declared afterα in Γ, then β will also be declared afterα in every extension of Γ. This holds for every variety of declaration, including equations of universal variables. This rigidity aids in enforcing type variable scoping and dependencies, which are nontrivial in a setting with higher-rank polymorphism.
Under input context Γ, expression e checks against input type A, with output context ∆ Under input context Γ, expression e synthesizes output type A, with output context ∆
Under input context Γ, passing spine s to a function of type A synthesizes type C; in the ⌈q⌉ form, recover principality in q if possible 
Determinacy
Given appropriate inputs (Γ, e, A, p) to the algorithmic judgments, only one set of outputs (C, q, ∆) is derivable (Theorem 5 in the supplementary material, p. 30). We use this property (for spine judgments) in the proof of soundness.
SOUNDNESS
We show that the algorithmic system is sound with respect to the declarative system. Soundness for the mutually recursive judgments depends on lemmas for the auxiliary judgments (instantiation, equality elimination, checkprop, algorithmic subtyping and match coverage), which are in Appendix J for space reasons. The main soundness result has mutually recursive parts for checking, synthesis, spines and matchingÐincluding the principality-recovering spine judgment.
Theorem 6.8 (Soundness of Algorithmic Typing). Given ∆ −→ Ω: Much of this proof "turns the crankž: apply the induction hypothesis to each premise, yielding derivations of corresponding declarative judgments (with Ω applied everywhere), then apply the corresponding declarative rule; for example, in the Sub case we finish by applying DeclSub. However, in the SpineRecover case we finish by applying DeclSpineRecover, but since DeclSpineRecover contains a premise that quantifies over all declarative derivations of a certain form, we must appeal to completeness! Consequently, soundness and completeness are really one theorem.
These parts are mutually recursiveÐlater, we'll see that the DeclSpineRecover case of completeness must appeal to soundness (to show that the algorithmic type has no free existential variables). We cannot induct on the given derivation alone, because the derivations in the "for allž part of DeclSpineRecover are not subderivations. So we need a more involved induction measure that can make the leaps between soundness and completeness: lexicographic order with (1) the size of the subject term, (2) the judgment form, with ordinary spine judgments considered smaller than recovering spine judgments, and (3) 
Auxiliary Soundness
For several auxiliary judgment forms, soundness is a matter of showing that, given two algorithmic terms, their declarative versions are equal. For example, for the instantiation judgment we have: Lemma (Soundness of Instantiation).
We have similar lemmas for term equality (Γ ⊢ σ ⊜ t : κ ⊣ ∆), propositional equivalence (Γ ⊢ P ≡ Q ⊣ ∆) and type equivalence (Γ ⊢ A ≡ B ⊣ ∆).
Our eliminating judgments incorporate assumptions into the context Γ. We show that the algorithmic rules for these judgments just append equations over universal variables: Lemma (Soundness of Equality Elimination). If [Γ]σ = σ and [Γ]t = t and Γ ⊢ σ : κ and Γ ⊢ t : κ and FEV(σ ) ∪ FEV(t ) = ∅, then:
(1) If Γ / σ ⊜ t : κ ⊣ ∆ then ∆ = (Γ, Θ) where Θ = (α 1 = t 1 , . . . ,α n = t n ) and for all Ω such that Γ −→ Ω and all t ′ s.t.
[Ω]t ′ where θ = mgu(σ ,t ).
(2) If Γ / σ ⊜ t : κ ⊣ ⊥ then no most general unifier exists.
The last lemmas for soundness move directly from an algorithmic judgment to the corresponding declarative judgment. Lemma (Soundness of Checkprop). If Γ ⊢ P true ⊣ ∆ and ∆ −→ Ω then Ψ ⊢ [Ω]P true. Lemma (Soundness of Match Coverage). 
COMPLETENESS
We show that the algorithmic system is complete with respect to the declarative system. As with soundness, we need to show completeness of the auxiliary algorithmic judgments. We omit the full statements of these lemmas; as an example, if [Ω]α = [Ω]τ andα FV (τ ) then Γ ⊢α := τ : κ ⊣ ∆.
Separation
To show completeness, we will need to show that wherever the declarative rule DeclSpineRecover is applied, we can apply the algorithmic rule SpineRecover. Thus, we need to show that semantic principalityÐthat no other type can be givenÐentails that a type has no free existential variables.
The principality-recovering rules are potentially applicable when we start with a principal type A ! but produce C ̸ ! , with Decl∀Spine changing ! to ̸ ! . Completeness (Thm. 12) will use the "for allž part of DeclSpineRecover, which quantifies over all types produced by the spine rules under a given declarative context [Ω]Γ. By i.h. we get an algorithmic spine judgment Γ ⊢ s :
Since A ′ is principal, unsolved existentials in C ′ must have been introduced within this derivationÐ they can't be in Γ already. Thus, we might haveα : ⋆ ⊢ s : A ′ ! ≫β ̸ ! ⊣α : ⋆,β : ⋆ where a Decl∀Spine subderivation introducedβ, butα can't appear in C ′ . We also can't equateα andβ in ∆, which would be tantamount to C ′ =α. Knowing that unsolved existentials in C ′ are "newž and independent from those in Γ means we can argue that, if there were an unsolved existential in C ′ , it would correspond to an unforced choice in a Decl∀Spine subderivation, invalidating the "for allž part of DeclSpineRecover. Formalizing "must have been introducedž requires several definitions.
If Γ is separable into Γ L * Γ R , then Γ R is self-contained in the sense that all existential variables declared in Γ R have solutions whose existential variables are themselves declared in Γ R . Every context Γ is separable into · * Γ and into Γ * ·.
Separation-preserving extension says that variables from one side of * haven't "jumpedž to the other side. Thus, ∆ L may add existential variables to Γ L , and ∆ R may add existential variables to Γ R , but no variable from Γ L ends up in ∆ R and no variable from Γ R ends up in ∆ L . It is necessary to write (Γ L * Γ R ) −→ * (∆ L * ∆ R ) rather than (Γ L * Γ R ) −→ (∆ L * ∆ R ), because only −→ * includes the domain conditions. For example, (α * β ) −→ (α,β =α ) * ·, butβ has jumped to the left of * in the context (α,β =α ) * ·.
We prove many lemmas about separation, but use only one of them in the subsequent development (in the DeclSpineRecover case of typing completeness), and then only the part for spines. It says that if we have a spine whose type A mentions only variables in Γ R , then the output context ∆ extends Γ and preserves separation, and the output type C mentions only variables in ∆ R :
Completeness of Typing
Like soundness, completeness has several mutually recursive parts (see the appendix, p. 36). 
To apply SpineRecover, we need to show FEV([∆]C ′ ) = ∅. Suppose, for a contradiction, that FEV([∆]C ′ ) ∅. Construct a variant of Ω ′ called Ω 2 that has a different solution for someα ∈ FEV([∆]C ′ ). By soundness (Thm. 12), [Ω 2 ]Γ ⊢ [Ω 2 ]s : [Ω 2 ]A ! ≫ [Ω 2 ]C ′ ̸ ! . Using a separation lemma with the trivial Γ = (Γ * ·) we get ∆ = (∆ L * ∆ R ) and (Γ * ·) −→ * (∆ L * ∆ R ) and FEV(C ′ ) ⊆ dom(∆ R ). That is, all existentials in C ′ were introduced within the derivation of the (algorithmic) spine judgment. Thus, applying Ω 2 to things gives the same result as Ω, except for C ′ , giving [Ω]Γ ⊢ [Ω]s : [Ω]A ! ≫ [Ω 2 ]C ′ ̸ ! . Now instantiate the "for all C 2 ž premise with C 2 = [Ω 2 ]C ′ , giving C = [Ω 2 ]C ′ . But we chose Ω 2 to have a different solution forα ∈ FEV(C ′ ), so we have C [Ω 2 ]C ′ : Contradiction. Therefore FEV([∆]C ′ ) = ∅, so we can apply SpineRecover.
DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK
A staggering amount of work has been done on GADTs and indexed types, and for space reasons we cannot offer a comprehensive survey of the literature. So we compare more deeply to fewer papers, to communicate our understanding of the design space.
Proof theory and type theory. As described in Section 1, there are two logical accounts of equalityÐ the identity type of Martin-Löf and the equality type of Schroeder-Heister [1994] and Girard [1992] . The Girard/Schroeder-Heister equality has a more direct connection to pattern matching, which is why we make use of it. Coquand [1996] pioneered the study of pattern matching in dependent type theory. One perhaps surprising feature of Coquand's pattern-matching syntax is that it is strictly stronger than Martin-Löf's eliminators. His rules can derive the uniqueness of identity proofs as well as the disjointness of constructors. Constructor disjointness is also derivable from the Girard/Schroeder-Heister equality, because there is no unifier for two distinct constructors.
In future work, we hope to study the relation between these two notions of equality in more depth; richer equational theories (such as the theory of commutative rings or the βη-theory of the lambda calculus) do not have decidable unification, but it seems plausible that there are hybrid approaches which might let us retain some of the convenience of the G/SH equality rule while retaining the decidability of Martin-Löf's J eliminator.
Indexed and refinement types. Dependent ML [Xi and Pfenning 1999] indexed programs with propositional constraints, extending the ML type discipline to maintain additional invariants. DML collected constraints from the program and passed them to a constraint solver, a technique used by systems like Stardust [Dunfield 2007a ] and liquid types [Rondon et al. 2008] .
From phantom types to GADTs. Leijen and Meijer [1999] introduced the term phantom type to describe a technique for programming in ML/Haskell where additional type parameters are used to constrain when values are well-typed. This idea proved to have many applications, ranging from foreign function interfaces [Blume 2001 ] to encoding Java-style subtyping [Fluet and Pucella 2006] . Phantom types allow constructing values with constrained types, but do not easily permit learning about type equalities by analyzing them, putting applications such as intensional type analysis [Harper and Morrisett 1995] out of reach. Both Cheney and Hinze [2003] and Xi et al. [2003] proposed treating equalities as a first-class concept, giving explicitly-typed calculi for equalities, but without studying algorithms for type inference. Simonet and Pottier [2007] gave a constraint-based algorithm for type inference for GADTs. It is this work which first identified the potential intractibility of type inference arising from the interaction of hypothetical constraints and unification variables. To resolve this issue they introduce the notion of tractable constraints (i.e., constraints where hypothetical equations never contain existentials), and require placing enough annotations that all constraints are tractable. In general, this could require annotations on case expressions, so subsequent work focused on relaxing this requirement. Though quite different in technical detail, stratified inference [Pottier and Régis-Gianas 2006] and wobbly types [Peyton Jones et al. 2006] both work by pushing type information from annotations to case expressions, with stratified type inference literally moving annotations around, and wobbly types tracking which parts of a type have no unification variables. Modern GHC uses the OutsideIn algorithm [Vytiniotis et al. 2011] , which further relaxes the constraint: case analysis is permitted as long as it cannot modify what is known about an equation. In our type system, the checking judgment of the bidirectional algorithm serves to propagate annotations; our requirement that the scrutinee of a case expression be principal ensures that no equations contain unification variables. The result is close in effect to stratified types, and is less expressive than OutsideIn. This is a deliberate design choice to keep the meaning of principalityÐ that only a single type can be inferred for a termÐclear and easy to understand.
To specify the OutsideIn approach, the case rule in our declarative system should permit scrutinizing an expression if all types that can be synthesized for it have exactly the same equations, even if they differ in their monotype parts. To achieve this, we would need to introduce a relation C ′ ∼ C which checks whether the equational constraints in C and C ′ are the same, and then modify the higher-order premise of the DeclSpineRecover rule to check that C ′ ∼ C (rather than C ′ = C, as it is currently). However, we thought such a spec is harder for programmers to develop an intuition for than simply saying that a scrutinee must synthesize a unique type. Garrigue and Rémy [2013] proposed ambivalent types, which are a way of deciding when it is safe to generalize the type of a function using GADTs. This idea is orthogonal to our calculus, simply because we do no generalization at all: every polymorphic function takes an annotation. However, Garrigue and Rémy [2013] also emphasize the importance of monotonicity, which says that substitution should be stable under subtyping, that is, giving a more general type should not cause subtyping to fail. This condition is satisfied by our bidirectional system. Karachalias et al. [2015] developed a coverage algorithm for GADTs that depends on external constraint solving; we offer a more self-contained but still logically-motivated approach.
Polarized subtyping. Barendregt et al. [1983] observed that a program which typechecks under a subtyping discipline can be checked without subtyping, provided that the program is sufficiently η-expanded. This idea of subtyping as η-expansion was investigated in a focused (albeit infinitary) setting by Zeilberger [2009] . Another notion of polarity arises from considering the (co-, contra-, in-)variance of type constructors. It is used by Abel [2006] to give a version of F ω with subtyping, and Dolan and Mycroft [2017] apply this version of polarity to give a complete type inference algorithm for an ML-style language with subtyping. Our polarized subtyping judgment is closest in spirit to the work of Zeilberger [2009] . The restriction on our subtyping relation can be understood in terms of requiring the η expansions our subtyping relation infers to be in a focused normal form.
Extensions. To keep our formalization manageable, we left out some features that would be desirable in practice. In particular, we need (1) type constructors which take arguments and (2) recursive types [Pierce 2002, chapter 20] . The issue with both of these features is that they need to permit instantiating quantifiers with existentials and other binders, and our system relies upon monotypes (which do not contain such connectives). This limitation should create no difficulties in typical practice if we treat user-defined type constructors like List as monotypes, expanding the definition only as needed: when checking an expression against a user type constructor, and for pattern matching. Another extension, which we intend as future work, is to replace ordinary unification with pattern or nominal unification, to allow type instantiations containing binders.
Another extension is to increase the amount of type inference done. For instance, a natural question is whether we can extend the bidirectional approach to subsume the inference done by the algorithm of Damas and Milner [1982] . On the implementation side, this seems easyÐto support ML-style type inference, we can add rules to infer types for values:
This rule adds a marker ▶α to the context, then checks the body e against the typeβ. Our output type substitutes away all the solved existential variables to the right of ▶α , and generalizes over all unsolved variables to the right of the marker. Using an ordered context gives precise control over the scope of the existential variables, easily expressing polymorphic generalization. However, in the presence of generalization, the declarative specification of type inference no longer strictly specifies the order of polymorphic quantifiers (i.e., ∀α, β . α → β → (α × β ) and ∀β,α .α → β → (α × β ) should be equivalent) and so our principal synthesis would no longer return types stable up to alpha-equivalence. Fixing this would be straightforward (by relaxing the definition of type equivalence), but we have not pursued this because we do not value let-generalization enough to pay the price of increased complexity in our proofs.
